Daytrip to Dallas
A little review

Across
2. Sorolla's patron [HUNTINGTON]
5. DMA's special 5-room collection [REVES]
11. Hopper's substantial pre-painting activity [DRAWING]
13. Painter's favorite work environment (2 words) [PLEINAIR]
14. Dallas' new urban park, Klyde _____ [WARREN]
16. Sorolla's hometown [VALENCIA]
18. Museum of Spanish art in Dallas [MEADOWS]
19. Museum with bulk of Hopper's work [WHITNEY]

Down
1. Repeated message in Bush Library [DOCTRINE]
2. Home of cycle of Sorolla murals (initials) [HSA]
3. French opaque watercolor [GOUACHE]
4. Sorolla's studio [MADRID]
6. Lovely campus in Dallas [SMU]
7. Architect of new bridge and undulating sculpture [CALATRAVA]
8. Museum with bulk of Hopper's work [MEADOWS]
9. Art capital where Hopper studied [PARIS]
10. Hopper's famous diner picture [NIGHTHAWKS]
12. Bush figure in red dresses [LAURA]
15. Everyday life [GENRE]